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Abstract. Recognizing facial expressions is important in many fields such as
computer-human interface. Though different approaches have been widely used
in facial expression recognition systems, there are still many problems in practice to achieve the best implementation outcomes. Most systems are tested via
the lab-based facial expressions, which may be unnatural. Particularly many
systems have problems when they are used for recognizing the facial expressions being used during conversation. This paper mainly conducts an experimental study on Eigenface algorithm-based facial expression recognition. It
primarily aims to investigate the performance of both lab-based facial expressions and facial expressions used during conversation. The experiment also
aims to probe the problems arising from the recognition of facial expression in
conversations. The study is carried out using both the author’s facial expressions as the basis for the lab-based expressions and the facial expressions from
one elderly person during conversation. The experiment showed a good result
in lab-based facial expressions, but there are some issues observed when using
the case of facial expressions obtained in conversation. By analyzing the experimental results, future research focus has been highlighted as the investigation
of how to recognize special emotions such as a wry smile and how to deal with
the interferences in the lower part of face when speaking.
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Introduction

Facial expressions play an important role in communicating with other people, expressing feelings, emotions and can be argued to be one of the most salient social
signals in the visual world. Recognizing facial expressions is important in many fields
such as computer-human interface.
Machine learning has many good applications in the areas such as medical and
data processing. Face feature analysis is a hot topic in machine learning and image
processing [1, 2]. In this paper, a large amount of images acquired from the facial
expressions of the author and one elderly person are used in the training stage, which
includes lab-based facial expressions and facial expressions generated during conversations. By training the given images of facial expressions, the system which is originally written by Md. Iftekhar Tanveer will be able to recognize typical emotional
facial expressions such as neutral, happy, angry, sad and surprise [3]. In this system,
the Eigenface algorithm is adopted since it can reduce the size of the training images
and improve efficiency in the training stage.
Nowadays, there are many algorithms for facial expression recognition and researchers continue doing the research in this topic. For example, Fathallah et al used
deep learning for facial expression recognition and Jun et al used 28 facial feature
key-points in images detection and Gabor wavelet filter for facial expression recognition [4, 5]. However, many existing approaches have weaknesses in dealing with
complex backgrounds and head motions. There are also several good survey papers
which summarize the advantages and drawbacks for recognizing facial expressions
[6][7][8][9][10]. For instance, Fasel et al discuss issues relating to current facial expression recognition systems [7].
Among the many approaches available, the Eigenface algorithm has proven to be
the effective methods for facial expression recognition. Originally proposed by Turk
and Pentland [11], this algorithm has been employed by several researchers to deal
with other related problems [12][13][14][15].
Hok-chun [12] employed the Eigenface algorithm to recognize facial expression
in performance animation. In this approach, the process of recognizing facial expression is achieved by matching the input images with the images for a variety of facial
expression in a database. Its simplicity allows the system to work in real time.
In a different approach, Suranga et al employed the Eigenface algorithm to both
recognize different facial features and assign descriptive words to each feature [13].
In this approach, after the training stage, the system is able to match the input image
with a pattern in the training set which can be described as the best match. The experiment showed that the current system is able to recognize some well-defined features
like eyes, but it seemed that it was unable to cover all the features in a face.
In related research, Mohamed et al used the Eigenface technique to attempt to
match the input face images with face images in the database with known identity
[14]. The system mainly involved three parts, i.e., Generating Eigenfaces, Face Classification and Face Identification. In addition, Chung-Hsien researched the recognition of facial expression by the Eigenface algorithm where it was focused on speaking
effect removal [15].
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This paper will mainly present an experimental study employing the Eigenface
algorithm-based facial expression recognition approach in the Matlab environment. In
addition, the Eigenface algorithm will be particularly studied using conversational
facial expressions. This paper aims to probe the problems that arise when attempting
to recognize facial expressions during conversations using the Eigenface algorithm.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 has a general overview and sets out
the outline of the paper. Subsequently, fundamental knowledge on Eigenface algorithm and principal components analysis is introduced in Section 2. Section 3 outlines
the main processes required for the implementation of the algorithm in a Matlab environment. The experiments and discussions are provided in Section 4. Section 5 provides a summary and conclusion.
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Introduction to Principal Components Analysis and
Eigenface Conversion

2.1

Principal Components Analysis

Recognition of facial expressions using the Eigenface algorithm requires several
steps. In these steps, the principal components analysis (PCA) is considered to be
fundamental for Eigenface algorithm. In Matlab, the following main steps are required:
1. Obtain one set of random data sets
2. Adjust the dataset and minus the dataset with the average value
3. Calculate the Covariance of the adjusted dataset
4. Calculate the eigenvector, and eigenvalue of the covariance
5. Obtain the feature vector by choosing some larger eigenvalue
6. Obtain the final data by multiply the adjusted data with Feature Vector
2.2

Eigenface Conversion

The classic Eigenface algorithm contains the following steps. First, the dataset for
both training and testing obtained, employing various facial expressions, is used as
input. Next, the adjusted dataset is obtained by the following step: take the average
image for facial expressions in the dataset as (1); minus the origin dataset with the
average image as (2):
∑

,

(1)

.

(2)

Then, the eigenvector and eigenvalue of the covariance of the matrix of the adjusted
image dataset are obtained in (3):
∑

.

(3)
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Also, the weight of each input image is defined below in (4):
(

)

.

(4)

After that, only major weights are selected, and the others are ignored. Both training
and testing datasets are projected to the face subspace. Finally, they are compared to
give the result.
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Implementation of Eigenface Conversion

The implementation of the Eigenface conversion in Matlab is shown in Fig. 1. Many
functions in Matlab are used, allowing the Eigenface conversion to be simplified to
some extent. The detailed steps are as follows:

Fig. 1. Flowchart for the Eigenface Conversion

(1) Data Input
In this step, the dataset of both the training and testing phase for various facial expressions are used as input. Note that the actual facial expression for each image in the
training dataset is also known.
(2) Obtain the Adjusted Dataset
Next, the adjusted dataset is obtained as follows: take the average image for facial
expressions; minus the origin dataset with the average image.
(3) Obtain the Feature Vector
Then, the PCA calculation is performed to obtain the eigenvector of the covariance.
The feature vector is also obtained by choosing some larger eigenvalue. There are 23,
17 and 20 images in the training dataset in the three experiments respectively. 8 largest eigenvalues are chosen in the both three experiments.
(4) Project the Training and Testing Data
In this step, the training image dataset and the testing image dataset are projected to
the Facespace. They are obtained by multiplying the adjusted dataset to the feature
vector.
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(5) Compare and Classify the Facial Expression
In addition, the test images of facial expression are compared with the ones in the
training dataset by calculating the Euclidean distance. It is assumed that the testing
image has the same facial expression as the training image that has the shortest Euclidean distance. As a result, the facial expression is recognized.
(6) Generate Results
Finally, the results of recognizing facial expression are generated in a file.
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Experiment

The reported experiment consists of two parts: facial expressions of the author and
facial expressions of an elderly person. It aims to investigate the problems that occur
in attempting to recognize facial expressions during conversations employing the
Eigenface algorithm-based method by analyzing the experimental result.
4.1

Facial Expressions of the Author

For the first experiment, the training and testing dataset used the author’s facial expressions. Five facial expressions are selected for the experiment: neutral, happy, sad,
angry and surprise. For the training set we have obtained a range of images acquired
in different contexts, i.e., in home and in work, with glasses and without glasses, under different background and different lighting conditions. Currently, only some images are used. In the first experiment, 23 images are in the training dataset and 9 images are in the testing dataset. The images used in the testing dataset are shown below
in Fig. 2:

Fig. 2. Testing dataset

In addition, the facial expressions of the images in the training dataset are also included in a text file as the input. Results for the test of recognition of facial expression is
shown in table 1 below. The first column is the number of image in the testing dataset. The second column is the actual facial expression displayed in each image. The
third column is the facial expression recognized by the Matlab program. The Matlab
program was developed by Tanveer and(which is described in [3]). The fourth column
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is the comparative results from the actual facial expression and the expression recognized by the Matlab program. As shown in Table 1, all the facial expressions in the 9
testing images are recognized correctly.
Table 1. The experiment result with author’s own facial images
Test Image
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Actual Facial
Expression
Neutral
Neutral
Happy
Sad
Sad
Angry
Angry
Angry
Surprise

Expression
Recognized
Neutral
Neutral
Happy
Sad
Sad
Angry
Angry
Angry
Surprise

Test Result
Correct
Correct
Correct
Correct
Correct
Correct
Correct
Correct
Correct

Fig. 2. 2nd testing dataset

In the second experiment the facial expressions employed are either positive emotions
(happy, enjoyment, relaxed), negative emotions (unhappy, sad, angry) or emotionally
neutral. This experiment investigated how to recognize the author’s facial expressions
when talking. There are 28 images in the testing dataset and 17 images in the training
dataset. The images in the testing dataset are shown in the Fig. 3. The recognition
accuracy of facial expression is 85.7%. In particular, images 5, 25, 26, & 28 are inaccurately classified. Naturally occurring emotional life facial expressions show more
changes and variation. Moreover, there are changes in the head pose and mouths.
Thus, the complexity of the task of recognition complexity is increased.
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4.2

Facial Expressions of an Elderly Person

For the experiment employing the facial expressions of an elderly person, screenshots
of a video of the interview of one elderly person were used as the training and testing
dataset. There are 20 images in the testing dataset and 20 images in the training dataset. The images of the elderly person are not shown in the paper, because of some
privacy reasons. This experiment was designed to test the Eigenface algorithm for
facial expression recognition of elderly people in a natural communication situation.
Facial expressions in the images in the training dataset are also included in the text
file as the input. Table 2 illustrates the result of recognizing the facial expression of
the elderly person. The first column is the number of images in the test dataset. The
second column is the actual facial expression displayed within each image. The third
column is the facial expression recognized by the Matlab program. The fourth column
is the comparative results from the actual facial expression and the expression recognized by the Matlab program. The result of the recognition of facial expression for the
selected elderly person is 70.0%, with images 7, 8, 9, 10, 19, 20 were incorrectly classified. Again, we observed that in an accurate real-life situation, natural facial expressions show more changes and variation, including some changes in head pose and
mouth shape. Thus. difficulty of recognition is greatly increased.
Table 2. The result for facial expression recognition
Test Image
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Actual Facial
Expression
Happy
Sad
Sad
Happy
Neutral
Neutral
Sad
Sad
Sad
Sad
Sad
Sad
Neutral
Neural
Happy
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Happy
Happy

Expression
Recognized
Happy
Sad
Sad
Happy
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Sad
Sad
Neutral
Neural
Happy
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral

Test Result
Correct
Correct
Correct
Correct
Correct
Correct
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
Correct
Correct
Correct
Correct
Correct
Correct
Correct
Correct
Wrong
Wrong

Of particular interest, we observed that a wry smile, which may be considered a negative feeling, is recognized as a happy emotion by the system. As a result, some sad
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emotions are recognized wrongly in the experiment. The problem mainly results from
recognition of the facial expression by calculating the Euclidean distance to the nearest facial expression in the training dataset. The problems that observed in the process
of facial expression recognition can be summarized as follows: firstly, that recognition of facial expressions by calculating similarity may result in incorrect recognition
for some emotions, such as a wry smile. Secondly, during conversation, the lower
parts of the facial features may change in various ways during speech. On the other
hand, currently, the facial expression is recognized by finding the most similar image
in the training dataset to the image in the testing dataset by calculating the Euclidean
distance. As a result, the recognition result may be affected by some factor like appearance of the person. For future improvement, the facial expressions should be
recognized using action units, or be classified in detailed categories. Additionally, the
issue of changes to lower facial features during speech requires a solution. Thirdly,
the performance of facial expression recognition needs to be compared with other
algorithms in more detail. Also, dataset consisting of more images should be used.
Finally, the influence of the key parameter in the PCA process should be discussed.
For extension of the work in the future, the computer vision techniques could be
applied into other machine learning approaches and applications by further research.
Relevant research work should be learned. For example, Jawad et al proposed a wordbased off-line recognition system using Hidden Markov Models [16]. Jinchang et al
proposed an improved neural classifier for early detection of breast cancer [17].
Yanmei et al researched about hierarchical and multi-featured fusion for effective gait
recognition [18]. There are some other related tasks including human-computer interaction, unsupervised image saliency detection, handwritten Arabic Scripts Recognition and automatic gait recognition [19–22].
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Conclusion

This paper described the process of recognizing facial expressions using the Eigenface algorithm, which was conducted using Matlab. First, this paper gave an introduction to the recognition of facial expressions. Next, the fundamental knowledge relating to PCA was provided; then, the Eigenface process in Matlab was detailed. In addition, an experiment on the result of experimental testing of the recognition of both the
author’s facial expression, and the expressions of one elderly person were reported.
In this approach, although the simplicity of comparing and classifying the facial
expressions is an advantage, there are some drawbacks. For instance, this approach
relies on a good training set. It cannot recognize facial expressions or facial features
that are not included in the training set. In addition, when there are some inferences,
the recognition accuracy will be affected. Moreover, problems that occurred in the
process of the recognition of some less common facial emotions, those such as a wry
smile, or that occur when lower facial features change during speech.
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